NOVEST – product for preventing and extinguishing class “A” and “B” fires.

CONDUST – product for repressing various types of industrial dust, regardless of their degree of wettability.

ICE MELT - product for preventing ice formation on roads and pedestrian areas.

AQUASTATIN Ltd. is a specialized company from Belgrade, which has long been professionally engaged in the research, development, manufacture and application of chemical products in a variety of industries with the aim of full protection from fire and harmful dust.

A long lasting professional cooperation with complex technology experts has created customized solutions for different industries and specific activities in various industrial sectors. Specific products have been developed for fire protection and control of all types of dust.

AQUASTATIN produces finished products that are actively being used in Serbia and region, in its production plant near Belgrade. A team of experts is constantly working on research and development, finding new possibilities and applications of the product in different fields of business.

Clients of AQUASTATIN come from fields of energy, mining, construction and institutions that are actively engaged in the protection of people and property from fire or pollution. Public enterprises, local governments, state departments (police, firefighters, military), industrial plants of all kinds are also potential customers and users of the family of products offered by AQUASTATIN.

The mission of AQUASTATIN is to protect human lives, health and property from fire and pollution.

The vision of AQUASTATIN is an environment in which incidents caused by fire and pollution are completely eradicated thanks to the products NOVEST and CONDUST.

The strategy of AQUASTATIN is to become a leader in the fields of protection from fire and pollution, by satisfying the needs of industrial clients and keep innovating.

For any additional questions you can contact: Sanja Dragaš - sales and marketing sdragas@aquastatin.com +381 692 992 985
Goran Cvetković - sales and marketing gcvetkovic@aquastatin.com +381 692 992 984

Useful links:
- Sektor za vanredne situacije MUPa Srbije
- Stalna konferencija gradova i opština
- GIZ
- Evropska komisija

AQUASTATIN Ltd. is a company, at any given time ready to meet its client's needs by providing analysis and solutions, regardless of whether it comes to the systems of fire protection, the problem of spontaneous combustion of coal or the problem of environmental pollution caused by energy-intensive activities.

Top products NOVEST and CONDUST, as innovative and unique products of this kind, represent the driving force of AQUASTATIN Ltd., in cooperation with the clients of all profiles.

There are outstanding possibilities for cooperation in producing and applying of these products in various industrial sectors.

Until the next time, detailed presentations and the beginning of cooperation!